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General: 
A. No modifications allowed to chassis or body unless otherwise specified below. 
B. Any 1/32 scale NSR GT3 car, EXCEPT the NSR Mosler, with a plastic chassis and body and NSR 21,400 long cam motor is 

allowed. 
C. Track voltage will be set between 12.2-15.1 volts for practice and the race (actual voltage may vary by +/-0.10 volts). 
D. There will be a pre-race tech inspection. 
E. All car parts/components used by teams must be commercially available at least 30 days prior to the event. 

 
Body: 

A. No exterior modifications to the body allowed – modifications to interior of the body cannot be visible from the 
exterior. “Glass” must be present in all locations that the stock body comes with. 

B. Lexan interiors and windshields are allowed. Interiors and windshields must be taped or glued in place. 
C. Tape is allowed on the exterior of the body or wing. 
D. All cars must have numbers in at least three (3) locations, visible to other drivers and track marshals. 
E. Custom paint schemes are allowed. 

 
Chassis: 

A. Only NSR black or green chassis may be used for a league even. 
B. You are allowed to remove flashing and sand the chassis to allow for body float (maximum gap of 1/32” between chassis 

and body). 
a. You are allowed to have 2 small lubrication holes in the chassis below the rear bushing/bearing carriers. 

Lubrication holes should be only large enough to permit insertion of a standard needle commonly found 
on needle bottles used to hold bushing/bearing lubricant. 

b. For chassis without built-in adjustable front axle height adjustment using set screws, SCC adjustable front axle 
mounts may be installed. When using adjustable front axle mounts, the stock axle mounts may be removed to 
allow full vertical adjustment of the front axle blocks. 

c. No other chassis modifications are allowed. 
C. Carbon fiber inserts are allowed for reinforcement. 
D. Homemade or scratch built chassis are not allowed. Metal chassis, including chassis with a combination of plastic 

and metal components, are not allowed. 
E. Any brand of 1/32 guide flag may be used, minor modification is allowed (e.g. trim to length, adjust depth, blade 

profile), you may also shim inside the guide post hole to remove guide slop. Guide post may not be modified or 
strengthened. Guide spacers may be used to adjust guide height. Guide flag may NOT extend beyond the front of the 
car body or chassis (whichever protrudes further). 

F. Front axle screws maybe used and installed to adjust axle ride height. 
G. Pick up braid and motor wire is free choice. 
H. Independent front axle is allowed. 
I. 2WD only / No 4WD. 
J. Wheel /tire must not protrude past the body when viewed from above. 
K. When placed on a standard setup (tech) block, the tires, guide and pickup brushes should be the only parts of the car 

that come in contact with the tech block. Minimum clearance for all other parts of the body, chassis, gears or any other 
parts is .010”. 

L. Tape is required on the bottom of chassis to cover screw holes so screws don’t come out and damage the track or 
cars. 

M. Tape is allowed across the motor pod to control float. 
 
Motor / Pod: 

A. NSR Long Cam 21,400 motors. Motor CANNOT be opened for modification. Pod can be shaved for magnet placement. 
B. Motor pod is free choice but must be plastic and fit the chassis with no modifications unless previously specified. 
C. Motor pod may not be reinforced or impregnated with metal. 
D. Flashing may be removed and light sanding to allow for pod float. 
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E. Motor may be glued or taped to chassis or motor pod, screws are allowed. 
F. Motor can only be mounted in stock mounting location in the motor pod or chassis plate. 

 
Weight/Ballast: 

A. Ballast/weight may be added. ONLY flexible lead sheet weight or tungsten ballast and/or putty may be used. No other 
type of weight/ballast is allowed. 

B. All ballast must be securely fastened (tape or glue) to the inside of the car – it may be secured to the chassis, motor pod 
and/or body. No weight is allowed on the bottom of the car or outside of the body. 

C. Down Force Range: 300g minimum to 725g maximum (measured in grams). 
D. Magnet Amount – TBD. 

 
Gears: 

A. All gearing is free choice of commercially available brand(s). 
B. Free choice of gear ratios. 

 

  Wheels / Axles / Bushings: 
A. Any brand of wheel designed for 1/32 cars is allowed. 
B. Hollow axles are allowed. 
C. Axles must be 3/32” or 2mm (NSR) in diameter. 
D. Free choice on axle bushings except Sloting Plus “Combi Plus” (not allowed). Ball bearings are allowed. 
E. Axle spacers are allowed. 

 
Tires: 

A. Red or Black NSR tires. Any commercially available brand of silicone tire designed for 1/32 cars is allowed 
B. Front and rear tires may be glued and trued. 
C. Front tires may be coated (e.g. nail polish) to reduce friction. 

 
Repairs: 

A. Repairs must be in accordance with all applicable rules as stated earlier in this document. 
B. Repairs requiring tools or new parts may only be done in the team's designated pit area with a race marshal present. 
C. Repairs may only be done during the time between the heat start and the heat end. 
D. Repairs may continue even though a track call has momentarily stopped the racing. 
E. Mechanic must step away from repairs during intermission/lane change time between heats. 
F. Any part on the car can be replaced as often as needed. Exception: Body may not be replaced, only repaired. 
G. Minor use of tape or glue is acceptable as long as it does not represent a risk to other cars or the track. 
H. Body repairs are required to be done if body is at risk of damaging the track or impeding other cars on track. 
I. Pre-assembled parts/modules that are allowed: 

a. Pinion on motor is okay. 
b. Motor pod with motor, pinion and bushing/bearings is okay. 
c. Tires on wheels are okay. 
d. Braid in guide is okay. 
e. Rear Axle with gear is okay. 
f. A ferrule on pickup wire is okay. 
g. Solder blob on wire is okay. 

J. Pre-assembled parts/modules that are not allowed: 
a. Chassis plate with any part (guides, Axles, spacer, wheels, motor pods) is not allowed. Chassis plate must be 

bare. 
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2021 Modified Race Rules: 
A. All cars must pass tech inspection prior to the event. Cars will be held by track marshals throughout the event and will not 

be returned until the race is complete or Racer forfeits or is disqualified. 

B. One (1) car is included with race event entry fee. Racers may request additional cars to be inspected for an additional fee 
per car. Fee is determined per race/event. 

C. Racers can only make repairs to inspected cars under the supervision of track marshals (see repairs section). 

D. Any car that is illegally repaired and/or modified during a race event will be disqualified from the remainder of the race 
event(s). 

E. Post-race Inspection & Challenges: 

a. Track marshals reserve the right to re-inspect and tech any vehicle after an event is complete. Cars may be held 
for 24-72 hours for post-race inspection. Any racer found to be in violation of rules after post-race inspection may 
be disqualified from the race and future event(s). 

b. Racers can now challenge the person that finishes in the position above them after the event is complete. For 
example: third place can challenge second, second can challenge first, but third cannot challenge first. Each racer 
will have to each pay a $200 challenge fee (cash only). If the challenged racer refuses the challenge, he or she 
forfeits their position and will be disqualified from the race and/or event. If both racers accept the challenge, the 
challenged racer’s car(s) will be held and inspected by Track Marshal / Tech Inspector within 24-72 hours after the 
event. There is a shop tech fee of $125 taken from the total amount for the inspection process. If the Challenged 
Racer passes inspection, they are awarded the remaining balance ($275) and maintain their final position. If the 
Challenged Racer fails inspection, the Challenger is awarded the remaining balance and the Challenged Racer is 
disqualified. All positions move up to fill remaining spots. Any racer disqualified for failing Challenge Tech will also 
be disqualified from the remainder of the event(s). Track Marshals and Management have final rule for any and 
all challenges requested during a league event. 

F. In-Race Car Swap – for any racer that has multiple cars inspected for an event, they may only change their car during a 
race for one of the following reasons: 

a. Car has been damaged in a wreck, poses risk of damaging the track, may impede other cars on track, or poses 
safety risk for other racers/cars.  

b. Car is disabled or performance is significantly reduced due to a mechanical issue. 

c. Track Marshall has determined the car unfit to finish an event. 

d. Cars may not be swapped because they are not running fast enough or due to drivers being unsatisfied with their 
performance/handling. The event track is available for testing before and after the event for test/tune. 

G. Track offers Marshaling Discount for any racer that wishes to also marshal for any race that they are not participating in. 
Discount is determined per race/event. 

H. Race Fees – reduced costs entry fees will be offered for racers that sign up ahead of an event or pre-pay for all event races 
early. Entry fees will be higher for single event purchases and for those that sign up on race day. We encourage all 
participants to sign up early and save so we can plan for bigger events and larger prizes. 

I. 24 Hour Endurance Races – We have planned two events for 2021 that will feature 24 hours of continuous racing with 
teams of 2-8 racers competing. We have a strict minimum sign up of 5 teams to complete these events. Both events are 
slated to have a minimum $3000 cash prize split between the top 3 winners. The more teams that sign up, the larger the 
pot can grow. We will announce more on this event as we get closer to the races, but they are schedule for July 4th 
Weekend and the Weekend after Thanksgiving.  

 

These rules may be modified throughout the year as needed. Current version will always be available at the track and online 
for reference. Any discussion or clarification should be made prior to signing up for race event. Signing up and/or paying to 
participate in an official league event serves as notice that entrant is aware of these rules and has agreed to follow them or be 
disqualified from the race and possibly future events. Any questions about the rules and their application should be directed to 
our Track Marshall, Crew Chief, or Track Management. We look forward to hosting all of our fellow racers at our 2021 events! 


